METEOMONT BULLETIN GUIDE
KEY TO SYMBOLS AND TERMS

Meteomont bulletin is a synoptic-scale system (not less than 100 km²): a simplified chart of snow
coverage and snowpack stability. It describes the avalanche danger in a defined area for the day
when the bulletin is issued and the trend for the immediate future, based on weather forecasts and
snowpack evolution, in order to prevent any accidents due to avalanche releases. It uses a European
unified language according to EAWS standards.
The bulletin describes on large-scale the slopes and the general major critical snow situations
without a detailed evaluation of each single slope.
It shall be the user's responsibility to correlate the danger level of the bulletin with a possible local
avalanche activity; for outdoor activities in an potentially dangerous area, the user must evaluate all
possible risks with a detailed and expertise analysis of the zonal hazards (individual slope) and the
snowpack stability..

BULLETIN STRUCTURE
The bulletin is divided into 6 sections:

1. HEADER
2. SNOW SITUATION VALID FOR THE BULLETIN RELEASE DAY
3. SNOW FORECAST FOR THE FOLLOWING DAYS
4.WARNINGS
5. WEATHER FORECAST FOR THE FOLLOWING DAYS
6. SNOW AND WEATHER PARAMETERS COLLECTED IN THE SNOW PLOTS AT THE
RELASE DATE

1. HEADER

At the top of the Bulletin outside the box are indicated the requested sectors, bulletin release date
and time.

2. SNOW SITUATION VALID FOR THE BULLETIN RELEASE DAY

Danger Level Distribution: Text format of the danger level in the release day .
Danger Patterns: Text format of the danger patterns is displayed and chosen from the 10
ST ( typical situation) listed below:


ST1*: Second snowfall on old snow with deep persistent weak layer (between the initial
snow base and the second snowfall there is a distinctly weak layer if overloaded may occur
increasing numbers of slab avalanches )These are the typical skier avalanches and are
responsible for at least 95% of all avalanche fatalities . The reason the second snowfall is so
important is that in the interim between the initial snow base and the second snowfall a
distinctly weak layer often forms which can be easily triggered by skiers and snowboarders.
Situations of this type generally occur at high altitudes (>2000 m) and in high alpine
regions (>3000 m) on steep, shady slopes. This deep persistent weak layer can cause
problems during the whole winter.
 ST2 : Snowpack gets quickly wet and melts in the deepest layers (sliding snow )
Snowslides are usually unleashed down towards the valley across steep, smooth slopes. Before they
are released glide cracks form, i.e. easily visible fissures in the snowpack, often several meters
deep. Full depth snowslides are among the most difficult types of avalanche to predict, in terms of
their time of triggering, because they can be released literally at any time of day or night even in
generally stable snow conditions, on the coldest day of winter or the warmest. Furthermore, full
depth snowslides are not unleashed by additional loading.
 ST3: Rainfall on the snowpack, loading and lack of firmness (rain)
Rain is considered the classical alarm signal in snow analysis because it funnels additional weight
into the snowpack, and on the other, rapidly diminishes the snowpack’s firmness. Avalanches are
then bound to be triggered. Rainfall can occur at any time of the winter. The biggest advantages is:
this is the simplest danger pattern of all to recognize.
 ST4: Overlapping layers of sharply different temperatures (Cold following warm. Warm
following cold)
This situation causes a thermical gradient, that produces a negative effect, since it enhances the
faceting of snow crystals inside the snowpack; such weak and unstable layers don’t yet exist during
snowfall, but form only the course of subsequent days. Snowslides can be unleashed, even with
weak loading , on steep slopes.
 ST5: Snowfall or wind after a long period of cold
After a long period of low temperatures, constructive metamorphism can occur; it can be
particularly dangerous if followed by snowfalls and wind, which transports the freshly fallen snow.
On wind protected slopes, fresh snowdrift accumulates which usually is deposited atop an old
snowpack consisting of depth hoar. The old snowpack and new snowdrift are very poorly bonded to
each other.
 ST6: Cold, loose, new fallen snow and wind
“Wind is the architect of avalanches”! Wind influences both falling snow and already deposited
snow, it is one of the major formative factors in potential avalanches. If the snow is loosely packed
and dry, wind always leads to its transport, thus increasing the danger of avalanches. The colder
the transported snow is, the more sensitively it reacts to additional loading, since it becomes even
more brittle. This danger pattern is distinct from ST.5 in that the cold, loosely packed snow has not
formed over a prolonged cold period, but in a very short time.


ST7: snow-poor zones in snow-rich surrounding.

In winters with lots of snow, far fewer avalanches are generally unleashed than in winters with little
snowfall, since the snow layering is generally far better in snow-rich winters. Nevertheless, it can
regularly be observed, also in winters with lots of snow, that due to prevailing weather conditions,
slopes exposed to wind have relatively little snow. In such areas, the snow layering is less
favourable. And thus, it is far more likely that avalanches get triggered by backcountry skiers and
snowboarders in those zones. You can observe this phenomenon also during a winter with an
average snow-cover, if there are snow-poor zones in a snow-rich surrounding. Problems will mostly
occur on convex slopes or in the vicinity of ridges.



ST8: surface hoar blanketed with snow.

Surface hoar is not a potential danger in itself. However, when it is covered over by new, bonded
layers of snow it becomes a peril and is thus considered, with reason, to be one of the most critical
weaknesses in snow analysis and avalanche science.


ST9: Graupel blanketed with snow.

Graupel is a ball-shaped form of precipitation which is deposited in thunderstorm-like showers
particularly in springtime. It is easy to grasp that snowdrift which collects on top of it is usually
inadequately bonded with it, and the avalanche danger thus escalates. Graupel is often spread over
small areas and is very difficult to spot, even by experts, without looking inside the snowpack. It is a
thoroughly treacherous situation, which fortunately causes problems only for short periods of time.


ST10: Springtime scenario. Snowpack gets quicly wet during the day

A particular challenge for backcountry skiers and snowboarders (and for avalanche analysts as
well) arises in springtime. Rarely do situations considered “safe” and those considered “unsafe”
occur so close together in time. And never is the spectrum of danger levels in a daily cycle as
divergent as in spring. On the one hand, the avalanche danger is easy to assess in conditions of
stable firn snow; on the other, there are never as many large avalanches registered in the course of
a winter as during critical springtime situations. Apart from the snow layering, a complex
interaction of air temperature, humidity, solar radiation and wind exerts an enormous impact. For
skiers and snowboarders, clocktime-discipline and flexibility in planning backcountry tours take on
preeminent importance.
ST stands for “Typical situation” or better known as Danger Patterns. Font: “Lawine” , by
R.Mair and P.Nairz.*(EAWS Tirol)
The map with icons indicating the danger level of each subsector.
Geographical localization of the danger level of each mountain subsector.
The danger level refers to the European Danger Scale as described below

*Relatively steep terrain: Slopes inclination below 30 degrees ca.
*Steep slopes: Slopes inclination above 30 degrees ca.
* Extremely steep terrain: Slopes with unfauvorable characteristics for what concerns the
inclination ( mostly with inclination above 40 degrees ca)

** High additional load (e.g. a group of skiers together, snowcats, artificial avalanche triggering
with explosive)
** Low additional load (e.g. Individual skier, hiker without skis)
 PARTICULAR ICONS:
Insufficient information: danger presence, but no possibilities of
evaluation, “? “will appear in the icon.
Absence of snow: the words ‘NO SNOW’ will appear in the icon

Increase of risk during the day for rising temperatures: next to the
danger level icon the symbol of thermometer is present with an
upward pointing arrow on the side.
Increase of risk during the day for upcoming snowfalls: next to the
danger level icon the symbol of a snow crystal with an upward
pointing arrow on the side.

On the right side there is a scale divided into sub-sectors showing:


SUBSECTOR
For every sector, mountain subsectors formed by areas with similar snowpack conditions,
eventually assested in the bulletin, are indicated.



AVALANCHE PROBLEM
Avalanche problems give a first overview of sources of danger (e.g. new snow). Avalanche
danger patterns ( see pt.2a) give deepening background knowledge about the cause of the
problem. The icons referring to the avalanche problems are.

The graphic description of the avalanche problem is formed by:

New snow
The avalanche problem “New Snow” is determined by current or most recent snowfall. Important is
the critical amount of new snow which depends on different factors.
If new snow is not influenced by wind and lies on a solid snow pack loose snow avalanches can be
observed in extremely steep terrain. Very intense snowfall can lead to very large avalanches
triggered by the weight of the snow pack leading to the failure of weak layers near the ground.
Snowfall typically arises together with wind resulting in a combination of the avalanche problems
new snow and wind-drifted snow. Specific conditions regarding new snow are described in dp.4
(cold following warm / warm following cold) and dp.9 (graupel blanketed with snow).
The avalanche problem new snow is fairly easy to recognize. Check for critical new snow amount
and recent avalanche activity.
Possible danger patterns are dp.1 / dp.4 / dp.5 / dp.8 / dp.9

Wind-drifted snow

This avalanche problem is determined by wind-drifted snow. Snow can be deposited with
(combined new snow and wind-drifted snow problem) or without a snowfall.
Weak layers within the snow pack are the key to understand this avalanche problem. Wind slab is
deposited on top of these weak layers. Important is the type of crystals the weak layer is made of,
which influences the life time of the weak layer. Very durable are faceted crystals, depth hoar as
well as surface hoar.
A newly constructed weak layer within the new snow is also very common. If during a cold period
powdery snow is covered by snowdrift this weak layer forms and slab avalanches can be triggered
very easily due to this weak layer.
If not hidden by new snow layers the wind-drifted snow problem is usually easy to recognize with
training and good visibility. Insider wind signs and locate wind deposits. Typical clues: snowdrift
deposits, shooting cracks, sometimes whumps and recent drifting snow avalanche activity.
Possible danger patterns are dp.1 / dp.4 / dp.5 / dp.6 / dp.8

Old snow with weak layer
The avalanche problem Old snow with weak layer is determined by the possible presence of
critical layers in the old snowpack. Snow layers are defined as old when they have not been
modified for several days by precipitation, wind or melt processes.
In snow-poor regions or winters the avalanche problem old snow occurs more often than in snowrich regions or winters. All expositions are affected, but mainly shady slopes. In snow-poor regions
or in areas with transition from snow-rich to snow-poor primarily slab avalanches can be released
by additional loading. Even in flat areas avalanches can be triggered. Fractures can propagated over
long distances – and therefore trigger big avalanches. The avalanche problem old snow is hard to
assess and persistent, which can be seen in the statistics: If well-educated persons die in avalanches,
this happens mainly due to an old-snow problem.
In these situations conservative behavior is needed and – for experienced persons – investigations of
the snow pack are helpful. If a significant weak layer exists at top of the old snow, a new snow
problem becomes an old snow problem after a few days without precipitation. A combined old snow
/ wet snow problem can be found during the drenching of the snow pack in spring. Background
knowledge about the old snow problem can be found in dp.1 (deep persistent weak layer), dp.4
(cold following warm / warm following cold), dp.5 (snowfall after a long period of cold), dp.7
(snow-poor zones in snow-rich surrounding) and dp.8 (surface hoar blanketed with snow).
Possible danger patterns are dp.1 /dp.4 / dp.5 / dp.7 / dp.8

Wet snow
This avalanche problem is determined by weakening of the snowpack due to liquid water. This can
be caused by high temperatures, warm winds, strong solar radiation, rain on snow or a combination
of these factors. Particularly critical are the first wetting period, massive backwater on a solid crust
or the transition between snowfall and rain.
Wet snow avalanches have a high destructive potential, regardless of whether they are slab, loose
snow or gliding avalanches.
Wet snow problems are fairly obvious. Good planning and timing are very important, because the
danger increases with the wetting of the snow pack. Background knowledge about wet snow can be
found in dp.3 (rain) and dp.10 (springtime scenario).
Possible danger patterns are dp.3 / dp.10

Gliding snow
This avalanche problem is characterized by the gliding of the whole snow pack on steep, slippery
surfaces. Often the formation of cracks in the snow pack serves as a warning sign. The release of a
gliding avalanche cannot be predicted! Nevertheless they occur mainly in autumn after heavy snow
falls or in spring during the first drenching of the snow pack.
Possible danger pattern is dp.2

No info
Insufficient Information: avalanche problem presence with no possibility of
evaluation, “ NO INFO”will appear in the symbol.
 CRITICAL ASPECTS
The risky areas are indicated with the windrose present in all European avalanche bulletins and
reply to the answer “WHERE?”. The most dangerous areas for avalanche release and critical
aspects are coloured in black. In case of lack of information the words ‘ NO INFO ‘ will appear in
the windrose.
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 CRITICAL ALTITUDE ZONES
The most dangerous altitude areas are indicated in the part of the icon coloured in black. It is
possible to have risky areas only at high altitudes ( only the top of the icon is coloured) up to

medium-hight altitudes (the icon is half coloured) and at low altitudes till to the valley floor
(the icon is completely coloured). In case of no rating, the words ‘NO INFO’ will appear. In
case of lack of information, the words “N.P.” (not present) will appear.

From the bottom of the vally to the top

High altitudes

No Information

Medium altitudes

Absence of snow-cover

.
 SNOW DEPTH
This data indicates the average depth of the snow from ground level in centimeters, new snow in
the last 24 hours and the altitude where both the data have been detected
In the lower part of the first section you can find:

 REGISTERED AVALANCHES
The registered avalanches are described in the indicated areas.
 SNOWPACK
In this section you can find a brief description of the snowpack with regard to atmospheric
conditions (wind- precipitations- drifted snow) and to the resulting conditions of stability and
firmness.

3. SNOW FORECAST FOR THE FOLLOWING DAYS

It describes the Danger Level, the Avalanche problem , the critical aspects and the critical
altitude zones forecasted for the next 3 days after the date of bulletin release, divided into subsectors.

Graphic side is divided into:

o
o

Avalanche problem icons (see 2C)
critical aspects icons (see 2C)
La parte grafica è costituita:

 Danger level according to the European Avalanche Danger Scale (see 2B)
 Avalanche problem icons (see 2C)
 Critical aspects icons (see 2C)
 Critical altitude zones icon (see 2C)

4. WARNINGS

The basic warnings, placed in the footnotes, give directions and advices aimed to respect
appropriate rules of conduct in consideration of the weather and snow conditions observed.
These indications have no normative or restrictive intents but they only consist in recommendations
valid for several different situations.
Generally they refer to the user's level of experience (e.g.: we advise inexperienced people against
going backcountry on steep slopes), knowledge (e.g: skills in carefully assessing snowcover
stability are required), or simply indication regarding weather conditions (e.g.: reduced visibility,
high wind, extreme precipitation evants, wind-chill effect, etc.) or snow ( it is suggested to carefully
plan the journey times dipending on the snowpack conditions).

5.

WEATHER FORECAST FOR THE FOLLOWING DAYS

In this section the weather forecast for the release day of the bulletin is indicated with data
regarding forecasted data of wind speed and directions, temperatures, windchill, freezing level,
weather phenomena and sky condition.
The Graphic section for weather phenomena forecasted for the following days (see pt 5) is
composed by:

Clear/Absence

Heavy rain

Fog

Storm

Mist

Light rain

Light snowfall

Moderate rain

Moderate snowfall

Heavy snowfall

The Graphic section for sky condition forecasted for the release day is composed by :

Clear/Sunny

Mostly clear

Partly cloudy

Considerable cloudiness

Cloudy

6.

SNOW AND WEATHER PARAMETERS COLLECTED IN THE SNOW
PLOTS AT THE RELEASE DATE

In this chart the snow parameters ( snow depth, new snow in the 24hrs, minimum and maximum
temperatures and weather forecast) collected in the snow plots of the Meteomont network ( Place,
District, altitude) and referring to the release date of the bulletin are indicated.
Out of field surveys carried out outside the monitoring network are marked with an asterisk (*)

